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"If you're at a facility that doesn't have the right
programs, the right atmosphere, and the right services,

you're just not going to stick with it," says {itness expert

Libby Norris. Follow these tips to find the right fitness

option for you.

t#*&Tr*ffi
Convenience is key to sticking with a fitness regimen.

Shop for a facility within ro km of work or home. "The

farther you have to drive, the more there's going to be

time and opportunity to create excuses and reasons

why you can't go," says Norris.

81ffi H*X *ffi. $pE*A&ffiHffim SY{JS}3#?
These days there are many fitness options. "Big box"

gyms (or gym chains) offer group classes, space to

work out independently, and extras such as pools and

squash courts. Other gyms, such as the z4-hour type,

provide only indlvidual exercise equipment. Then

there are community-style boutique fitness studios that

offer smaller group classes and personal training, and

specialized studios that focus on one type of exercise

such as yoga or spinning.

WHAY &ffiH Y#YJH W*HK*A3Y F{HH#S?
Before shopping for a facility, ask yourself the

following questions.

Am I self-motivated or do I prefer
to worl< out in a group?
"If you really like competition, then classes are the

healthiest way to push yourself," says Nadia Bender,

owner of the boutique studio Fitness That Fits in
Toronto. Group classes also help combat boredom (a

common reason for dropping o{f the fitness wagon) by

offering a variety of workouts and instructors.

If you're self-motivated and prefer to work out in

absence of any social interaction, a facility that offers

free weights, machines, and plenty of personal space

may be ideal.

What type of exercise do I like?
Knowing what you enjoy about exercising can heip you

find a facility that meets your needs. If you really love

yoga, but the local gym only offers one yoga class per

week, a specialized yoga studio may be a better fit.
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Do I want a customized workout?
While big-box gyms offer a repertoire of fitness classes

to suit the masses, smaller studios are able to customize

workouts to suit individual fitness needs. "When you go

to a specialized studio, the exercises you do within the

class are different every time. It's never the same music.

It's never the same order of the exercises or the same

equipment," says Bender.

Do I enjoy personal attention?
While it's easy to remain anonymous in a gym that sees

z,ooo people walk through the doors daiIy, a smaller

studio has a community atmosphere where everyone is

known by name.

Is personal training for me?
Personal training (either at home or at a gym) is ideal

for individuais with particular fitness goals or health

concerns, such as those recovering from surgery or

illness, and it can also be great for fitness newbies.

"rs${ffi & Y#t3ffi
A tour will heip you gauge the facility's atmosphere to

determine if it's a place you will feel comfortable in.

Norris recommends visiting the gym during the time

you intend to work out to see what's offered and the

clientele who go at that time.

A senior who enjoys group classes but wants to work

out mid-afternoon may not enjoy a conventional gym

where group classes are limited to the morning and

evening hours, but would find a host of senior-targeted

group fitness classes at a local community centre.

T'HY #HH#ffiH Y*tr *UY
Before locking into an annual contract, ask if the faciiity
provides a free trial period for first-time customers. Many

boutique studios allow you to pay by the c1ass, meaning

there's less of a commitment.
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Lisa Evans is a Toronto based freelance writer who loves group fitness classes and found the most success at specialized fitness studios
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